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We wish to acknowledge the Ngunnawal People, the Traditional Owners of the lands 
and waters that we live and thrive on today. 

We pay our respect to the Ngunnawal and surrounding nations, and extend that 
respect to all Elders past, present and emerging for they hold the memories, the 
traditions, the cultures and the hopes of all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Peoples across the nation. 

The contributions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples enrich our 
appreciation of Australia’s cultural heritage and help our collective journey  
to Reconciliation.

Acknowledgement 
of Country 
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ACT SURFACE FESTIVAL IS 
PROUDLY PRESENTED BY 
THE ACT GOVERNMENT
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Art by BOHIE and Faith Sprays

Art by Bradley Mapiva Brown

Through the graffiti program the ACT Government 
commissions murals, street art and legal graffiti 
to bring colour, tell stories and inspire our local 
community. There are also 30 legal graffiti sites 
across Canberra where artists can install artwork.
 
Canberra benefits from a progressive approach to 
graffiti management that helps create a vibrant, 
creative, and socially inclusive city. Graffiti and 
street art projects can help brighten and enrich 
public and urban space and give opportunities for 
artists and community to be involved. These also 
help artists and community develop a sense of 
ownership, pride and commitment to local spaces. 

Find out more:
www.cityservices.act.gov.au 
/public-land/public-spaces- 
and-facilities/graffiti

http://www.cityservices.act.gov.au/public-land/public-spaces-and-facilities/graffiti
http://www.cityservices.act.gov.au/public-land/public-spaces-and-facilities/graffiti
http://www.cityservices.act.gov.au/public-land/public-spaces-and-facilities/graffiti
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Welcome to Surface, the ACT’s first urban art festival. 
 
Urban art brings colour and vibrancy to Canberra. This 
festival supports local and interstate artists to add exciting 
new murals and enliven the streets and laneways of our city.

Surface will encourage Canberrans to dive beneath the 
surface of each mural to explore its meaning, while enjoying 
local produce, shopping and entertainment.

We know artists and Canberra’s entertainment precincts 
have been significantly impacted by COVID-19. Surface 
provides an opportunity to support our artists and local 
businesses by visiting the city, booking an outdoor tour or 
setting up to watch the artistic creations come alive.   

Thank you for coming, enjoying and exploring the meaning 
of these vibrant new artworks at Canberra’s newest festival.

Chris Steel
Minister for Transport and City Services
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FESTIVAL OPENING  
+ WELCOME TO COUNTRY
Friday 4 March, 10am
35 Lonsdale Street, Braddon.

LIVE MURAL PAINTING
Friday 4 March to Sunday 6 March,  
10am-6pm. Follow the street art trail as  
35 local and interstate artists paint over  
30 surfaces (page 8).

UNDER THE SURFACE  
AT GORMAN ARTS CENTRE
• Urban Art Exhibition 
Friday 4 March to Sunday 6 March,  
10am-4pm (page 32). 

• Surface Panel Talks  
Hosted by Chris Endrey. 
Saturday 5 March, six sessions between 
10am-3.45pm (page 30).

• Art Workshops
 Get hands-on and learn some new skills 
with the artists. Saturday 5 March to 
Sunday 6 March (page 27).

• Artist Exhibition Talk with Dan Power 
Sunday 6 March, 2pm-2.20pm at the  
Urban Art Exhibition (page 29).

FESTIVAL  
HIGHLIGHTS

GUIDED FESTIVAL TOURS WITH 
MELINDA VASSALLO
Take a tour and learn about the Surface 
mural artists and some of Braddon’s 
foodie and cultural gems (page 27).

BOOGIE DOWN UNDER WITH 
PROJECT BEATS
A free family friendly block party with 
live bands, DJs, and street dance 
performances with the aim of bringing 
the local community together and  
having a blast. Saturday 5 March,  
3pm-6pm at  Scott’s Crossing,  
Canberra Centre (page 28).

BRADDON COLLECTIVE POP-UP!
Stop by and meet the Braddon Collective 
at Telstra Exchange, 50 Mort Street, 
Braddon on Saturday 5 March,  
11am-3pm (page 31).

RECYCLE YOUR AEROSOL CANS
Need to get rid of old aerosol cans?  
ACT NoWaste will have a dedicated 
collection cage at the Telstra Exchange, 
50 Mort Street from 10am-4pm, Friday 4 
to Sunday 6 March (walls 17-24).

BENTSPOKE SURFACE FESTIVAL 
WRAP PARTY 
Meet the artists, kick back and celebrate 
all things Surface on Sunday 6 March, 
3pm-6pm at Bentspoke Brew Pub  
in Braddon (page 29).

Art by RJ, BOHIE and MattyBro
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EXPERIENCING 
SURFACE

You’re invited  
to look beneath 
the surface to 
find out more…

Whatever it means to you, 
urban art is an integral part 
of the fabric of Canberra. It 
explores and broadens our 
understanding of the spaces 
we live in, it tells the stories 
of our communities, and it 
acts as a cultural compass 
both on and off the street.

ACT Surface Festival is designed so you 
can experience it at your own pace.

Surface spans three main areas 
- Braddon, Civic and the National 
Triangle. We encourage visitors to  
move between the areas by walking, 
cycling and using public transport, 
where possible.

We recommend visiting between 10am 
and 6pm to see the artists painting and 
watch the murals unfold across the 
festival weekend.

There is a rich events calendar for you to 
take part in full of tours, workshops, talks 
and installations that span down into 
the Woden area (page 26).

While there is still a sense of this reactive 
expression, today, urban art is wildly multifaceted. 
It tells the stories of the society it exists within 
and is a form of contemporary placemaking. 
Raw and visceral at times, it can also be a 
powerful statement of community connection, or 
representative of the urge to bring beauty to a 
concrete world. 

Surface is indicative of a trend towards legitimising 
and crediting urban artists, representation of the 
art form in galleries and as commissions for new 
builds, and an acceptance of all mediums of urban 
artistic expression, from yarn bombing to  
broad-form streetscapes.

And Surface represents the blossoming of a 
countercultural movement into mainstream 
appreciation, as well as honouring the story  
behind it. 

Tim Phibs Curator, ACT Surface Festival

A little thanks

The Festival Team would like to thank the 
Ngunnawal People, the Traditional Owners 
of the land on which Surface is being held. 

A huge thank you to each and every one of 
the Surface artists, event hosts and panel 
session speakers. To our sponsors, partners 
and supporters, who have helped take this 
event to the next level. 

A special thanks to the graffiti program 
team who have championed this festival 
at every turn and helped steer the ship 
through the pandemic challenges over the 
past two and half years. Thank you to the 
amazing festival team for all the behind-
the-scenes work, to Di Jay for your insights 
in the early phase of this festival. And, as 
always, thanks to the numerous individuals 
in amazing teams who have helped us along 
the way – artsACT, City Renewal Authority, 
The Dionysus Crew, Mustard Flats, Sanchos 
Dirty Laundry, the AGAC Team – and to the 
many others who we can’t list here. 

Finally, thank you to the many Canberrans 
who have let us adorn their walls with 
artworks that exist as expressions of 
community connection and  
contemporary placemaking.
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Curator’s Intro
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The spaces that we inhabit as humans are made up 
of historical, social, environmental and cultural layers, 
contours of life that signpost society’s story. 

As networks of tree canopies, rain gardens and green 
spaces contribute to the living infrastructure of Canberra, 
so too does cultural and artistic expression, our urban 
surfaces acting as a natural canvas where light, sculpture, 
stencil and paint meld with the built environment.

Urban art is as much a part of the city’s infrastructure as 
bus lanes and commercial buildings, creating a patina to 
city life, outdoor galleries hung with reaction, rebellion and 
resonance of the world around us.

Considered subversive and born of a feverish reaction to 
the status quo, graffiti and tagging are often synonymous 
with anonymity, and the use of unauthorised places. First 
seen in the subways of New York in the 70s, the intention 
was transgressive, a response to a culture dominated by 
global branding; it undermined the power of commercialism 
and questioned the social and economic infrastructure. 



Artists will be working across the mural 
sites from Friday to Sunday, 10am to 6pm.
Weather conditions may impact when 
artists paint. Grab a bite to eat, a drink 
and return to watch the murals unfold 
across the festival weekend.

Visit surfacefest.com.au to stay up to date 
with all of the action.
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FOLLOW THE 
STREET ART  
TRAIL
START SURFACE FESTIVAL  
AT CANBERRA CENTRE

ACT NoWaste 
Paint Recycling

HAPPY DECAY

Karri McPherson

AEODE + Hoon (Hanna Hoyne)

Yanni Pounartzis

Luke Hadland

Helen Proctor

Claire Foxton

BOHIE

PHIBS

BRT 

Dan Power + REM 

Bronwen Smith + Gavin Chatfield

PHIBS

Beastman + Eddie Longford  
+ Karri McPherson + PHIBS

Faith Sprays + Houl

RAWS

CRISP 

DAI + PHIBS + Rub3n1sm 
+ Seth One + Wiskey 

Beastman + Eddie Longford  
+ Karri McPherson + PHIBS 

Eddie Longford

PAW

Drez

byrd + DELM 413

Atune + VOIR + PHIBS & more

Raphael Taib

Urban Art Exhibition @ F Block  
Gallery, Gorman Arts Centre

Houl
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Krimsone + Scott Nagy

Beastman + PHIBS

Mixed artists including the 
Silver Sprayers
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Yarrudhamarra Creations17

Festival  
Opening

Mural 
painting 
session
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Talks & 
Workshops



Supported by the City Renewal Authority and Civium 
Property Group, PHIBS and Beastman have installed 
an eight-storey-high mega mural inspired by the 
landowner’s passion for Greek mythology and the Art 
Deco elements of the new building development at  
35 Lonsdale Street, Braddon.

BRADDON  
MEANDER
Surface’s teaser walls were installed in early November 2021.
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WALL

WALL

Bronwen Smith & 
Gavin Chatfield

BRT

Indigenous artists Bronwen Smith and Gavin 
Chatfield are contemporary traditional artists 
who collaborate as Gwiyaala Aboriginal Art. 
Bronwen is a Yuin Nation Walbunja woman 
and Gavin is Wiradjuri man born and raised 
in Batemans Bay. Their work represents the 
environment in which they live, with a focus on 
ocean life and family connections. 

A keen designer with a DIY attitude, Britt 
Nichols is a self-taught mixed-media artist 
based on Ngunnawal land, in Canberra. 
Swapping a Sharpie for a spray can in 2012, 
she has collaborated with brands including 
Westfield, Questacon, Woolworths and ONA 
Coffee, and her work has been featured at 
many venues and festivals around the ACT. 

@ gwiyaala_aboriginal_art

prypt.com
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AEODE
@ aeode.music

WALL

WALL

WALL

WALL WALL

@ bradeastman

@ bohie

Beastman

BOHIE

Musician, fine artist and muralist, AEODE 
creates detailed, brightly coloured 
pattern work featuring exaggerated 
whimsical figures.

Bradley Eastman is a multidisciplinary 
artist from Sydney. Influenced by the 
biodiversity, symbolism and design 
aesthetics behind nature’s growth patterns 
and organic landscapes, his paintings, 
digital illustration, commercial projects 
and public murals explore a unique visual 
language, depicting future environments 
of abstracted geometric landscapes, 
potential new life forms and human 
intervention with nature.

Located in Braidwood, on the outskirts 
of Canberra, BOHIE creates deeply 
meaningful storytelling experiences for 
public artworks and commercial briefs. 
She specialises in hand-drawn typography, 
murals and street art.

18

15

13

30 31Photo: Billy Zammit

A-Z
ARTISTS

35 local and interstate artists encompassing street art, graffiti, 
portraits, stencils, Indigenous art, geometric and abstract art.
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Dan Power

DELM 413

Dan’s work centres on creating a new 
natural history, one that explores the 
impacts, knowledge and lessons from the 
Anthropocene. With mediums as diverse 
as the natural world that inspires them, his 
work is grounded in evolutionary biology, 
transforming existentially confronting 
themes of death and extinction into stories of 
hope and regeneration.

Over 10 years, DELM 413 has crafted a 
distinctly unique style with the use of 
unconventional colour combinations, high 
contrast, dramatic shape movement and 
an uncompromising commitment to detail 
and technical skill. His painting style has 
evolved from traditional graffiti letter 
explorations to include broader styles 
including surrealism, expressionism and 
abstract art. 

@ whatisadaniel

@ delm413

Claire Foxton

CRISP

DAI

Claire Foxton is an artist and designer from 
Jamberoo on the NSW south coast. With 
a distinctive mix of abstract and realistic 
techniques, Claire’s painted murals explore 
a site-specific narrative often concerned 
with the connectedness of people and place, 
and feature large-scale portraits.

CRISP’s love of street art was ignited in 
the UK and fully realised on the streets 
of Bogota, Colombia. Depicting bright, 
powerful images of wildlife and people, his 
work highlights the loss and dislocation of 
the natural world in urban environments. 
Via his urban interventions, he encourages 
open discussion and critical thinking about 
the problems our world faces. 

DAI’s work includes large-scale art 
installations, street art and graffiti, 
illustration, graphic art, prints, signage, 
graffiti removal and vandalism 
management. He specialises in 
producing custom art and large-
scale graphic installations for bars, 
restaurants, commercial offices and 
residential spaces.

@ claire_foxton

@ crispstreetart

@ daicameron

WALL

byrd
byrd is a freelance graffiti muralist and 
conceptual sculptor whose primary focus 
is the interface between the human 
condition and the places people occupy. 
Starting out as a graffiti painter 20 
years ago, he remains passionate about 
grassroots and activist art practice, and its 
history in both local and global contexts. 

@ byrdeined
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Happy Decay

Helen Proctor

Hoon 
(Hanna Hoyne) 

HAPPY DECAY (Bjarni Wark) is a 
multidisciplinary street artist and 
illustrator whose work is playfully 
colourful with a splash of quirkiness. Using 
traditional and urban techniques, HAPPY 
DECAY seeks to connect community 
through art in the public sphere, curating 
places within the city and rural-urban 
environments that are designed to be 
positively engaging.

Helen is an Australian artist who has just 
returned from living in Europe, where she 
developed a focus on abstract landscape 
painting both in her studio and on large-
scale mural projects. Her current practice 
explores the use of colour and methods 
of abstraction to depict the emotional 
nostalgia that is revived from a personal 
connection to place.

Hanna Hoyne is a doctor, sculptor and 
performance artist exhibiting in Australia, 
Germany and Hong Kong. She often works 
with ephemeral materials and likes to 
explore urban eco-design projects that 
focus on creativity, sustainability and a 
vision to the future in our cities.

happydecay.com.au

@ helen__proctor

@ hoondoctor

Eddie Longford

Faith Sprays

A proud Wiradjuri man, Eddie’s Indigenous 
art style is contemporary, using traditional 
styles from all over the nation mixed with 
his own distinct style, and both traditional 
and non-traditional colours. Painting 
landscapes and animals from the land and 
the waterways of NSW, his work represents 
Wiradjuri country and the surrounding 
areas, through to the coast.

Faith Kerehona is a young artist from 
Canberra whose works span a broad range 
of mediums, including photography, street 
art, graffiti, painting, drawing and video. 
Faith is studying visual arts and sociology, 
which gives her a platform to understand 
and express her passion for feminism, 
equality, identity, and culture.

@ eddielongford_art

@ faithsprays

Drez
Drez is an artist who shifts the perception 
of public space through his exploration of 
colour and form. Using urban structures 
as his canvas, Drez responds with colour 
gradients, following the form of the 
locations, subverting these structures to 
create immersive spaces. Referencing 
modernism and op art, connecting 
contemporary art practices with  
public graffiti. 

@ d.r.e.z

Photo: @p1xels



GRAFFITI PAINT JAM
Rabaul Lane 
2 Akuna Street, Civic

Watch some of Australia’s finest 
in a live and legal spontaneous 
graffiti paint jam at Rabaul Lane. 
Invited artists will include Atune, 
VOIR, PHIBS and more. Located 
beneath a powerful brutalist 
building, Rabaul Lane is a fresh 
urban canvas for street art in its 
purest form.
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Karri 
McPherson

Krimsone

Karri is a contemporary painter in Canberra, 
whose distinctive geometric art practice 
spans across murals, graphic design and 
public art installations. Karri’s explosively 
colourful geometric artworks endeavour to 
disseminate positivity by infusing interior 
and exterior spaces with bold colours, clean 
lines and playful patterns.

Krimsone’s style resonates around flora 
and fauna, imaginative style, constructive 
patterns and colour. They like to explore 
ideas from imagination and turn them into 
physical marks and colours. They learnt 
how to use spray paint from the graffiti 
scene in the Blue Mountains and quickly 
fell in love with the medium.

@ karrimcpherson

@ krimsone

Houl
Houl cut his teeth as an artist in Sydney’s 
street art scene, covering signs with 
stickers and walls with glue before 
eventually picking up a can of paint and 
progressing to aerosol murals. Canberra’s 
glut of walls allowed him to push his 
practice, drawing on myth and literature, 
nature and fashion, and creating artworks 
throughout the city.

@ houlart
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RAWS
Lawrence Tan is an artist, graphic 
designer and dancer fuelled by his 
passion for understanding the nuances 
of cross-cultural graphic designing and 
minimal illustration. He considers himself 
a ‘forever student,’ eager to build on 
his academic foundations in art and 
design. He also strives to stay in tune 
with the latest trends through continuous 
exploration and discovery.

@ raw.rence.tan
PAW

PHIBS

A street artist from the Philippines, 
currently living in Canberra, PAW’s work 
features petals and worms, often in 3D. 
He paints the streets of the city, as well 
as canvas, boards, bags, caps and shoes, 
and he is experimenting with augmented 
reality so that his work is not limited to the 
medium it is painted on. 

PHIBS’ distinctive style engages the urban 
with the organic. Working across a vast 
variety of mediums his work consistently 
reflects unique realms of symbolism, 
multiculturalism and mythology. Largely 
inspired by nature, his practice has 
spawned a menagerie of signature 
characters. He is one of Australia’s most 
experienced muralists with over two 
decades of large-scale walls to his name.

Raphael Taib
At his core a graffiti letter artist, Raphael 
often works with two colours to create 
maximum contrast and tonal range, and 
his interests lie in how the fundamentals 
of type form complex letters. His work 
also explores large-scale black and white 
portraiture, but he has been known to 
create custom designs for private clients 
that are pulsing with colour, too. 

@ pawglhf

@ phibs_has_instagram

@ soroeism

REM
A muralist and graphic designer, known for 
their bold use of colour in iconic ‘octopus’ 
pieces, REM’s work details a love for the 
fluidity and sexuality of cephalopods 
shapes and curves. “I hope to evoke a 
deeper emotion inside oneself through 
composition and colour, whether it be 
happy, melancholy, self-reflective or other.”

@ remsexandcigarettes

Luke Hadland
Luke Hadland’s art depicts humankind’s 
relationship with nature, in a style that 
blends classical rendering with graphic 
illustration. Within the entrancing details of 
Luke’s work one can find surreal depictions 
of the human form embedded in the 
natural landscape, geometric angles and 
flowing lines.

@ lukehadlandart



Seth One

WALL

27

Resene has a long history of colour and today’s colour 
range of thousands of hues is a far cry from the 
handful that was available when Resene started in 
1946. Art Festivals are a wonderful way to encourage 
and celebrate exciting and creative use of colour; to 
showcase striking colour palettes and combinations 
and provide fresh inspiration. The world leading 
technology in Resene paint brings a vibrancy to colour 
that is often better experienced, than explained.
 
We are excited to see the new and innovative ways the 
artists at the ACT Surface Festival bring our colour 
palette to life through their expressions on the walls and 
buildings of Canberra. All who traverse the streets can 
decide if they are consuming or being consumed by art!

1800 738 383
Resene.com.au
@resenecolour
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Rub3n1sm

Scott Nagy

Rub3n1sm’s graff style reflects New 
York subway art, with a Sydney twist, 
and concentrates on strong letter 
structure, semi-wildstyle and simple 
funk, alongside a fresh abstract colour 
scheme. Moving from street art to 
experiment with realism and abstract 
art, the artist is regularly involved in local 
street art events, both producing and 
mentoring local youth programs. 

Scott is a mural artist from the Blue 
Mountains. He paints colourful dreamy 
narratives themed around flora, fauna 
and the human relationship with the 
environment through a romantic lens. 
Scott usually paints as an artistic duo with 
fellow artist Krimsone. 

@ strictly_souf

@ scottnagyartist

Continuously active in Australia and 
abroad since the late 80s, Canberra 
pioneer Seth One can be considered the 
Ghengis Khan of ACT graffiti – primarily 
because there is a little bit of his DNA in 
every local writer’s style.

Photo by Holly Hawkins. Art by George Rose
22



Yarrudhamarra 
Creations
@ yarrudhamarra_creations_

WALL

17

Yanni 
Pounartzis
@ yanni_pounartzis

Wiskey
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Waste Sorted
www.act.gov.au/recyclopaedia

Got paint or 
cans to dispose?

Spray cans and 
paint tins are 
dangerous in 
household bins

Drop them off
Recycle for FREE* at:
• Surface Festival collection points
• Mitchell Resource Management Centre
• Mugga Lane Resource Management Centre

* Up to 100L of paint, containers no larger than 20L
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Kristie Peters is a proud Wiradjuri woman 
from Dubbo living in Canberra with family 
and eight beautiful boys. She is the founder 
of Yarrudhamarra Creations – a Wiradjuri 
word meaning ‘dream’ which underpins her 
mission to make dreams into a reality. She 
is passionate about supporting each of us 
in our unique journey of Reconciliation. 

Courtesy of the Canberra 
Centre, local geometric 
artist Yanni Pounartzis 
has installed a large-
scale geometric artwork 
on a closed-off section 
of the roadway at Scott’s 
Crossing in Civic. 
 
The mural is inspired by 
the pedestrian stripes on 
the road. 

PEDESTRIAN STRIPS

Often considered one of the most prolific 
and influential writers in Canberra over the 
past 30 years, Wiskey has been actively 
leaving his mark in Australia and abroad 
under a variety of aliases and crews. 
Wiskey produces a classical funky style, 
entrenched in free-flowing letters with a 
well-balanced swing.

Yanni is a Canberra-based artist who 
works primarily in a distinct style of 
minimalist abstract with a focus on 
geometric hard-edge, painted freehand. 
Yanni’s paintings are held in private 
collections in Melbourne, Sydney, 
Canberra, Berlin and New York.

Surface’s teasers murals were installed in early November 2021.
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UNDER THE

GUIDED STREET ART  
TOURS 
Presented by Melinda Vassallo 
Saturday 5 March & Sunday 6 March, 
various times. 
Location: Meet outside Wall 26 at 
BentSpoke Brew Pub - 38 Mort St, Braddon
Cost: $50 under 18s, $65 over 18s (includes a 
craft beer)
Register: surfacefest.com.au/events

Street art expert and author Melinda 
Vassallo will take groups on a guided tour 
of Surface murals to learn more about 
the artists and artworks. The tour will also 
explore the local hidden cultural hotpots  
of Braddon. 

PASTE-UP WORKSHOP  
WITH HOUL
Presented by ACT Surface Festival
Saturday 5 March, 10am-11.30am
Location: Gorman Arts Centre
Cost: $40
Register: surfacefest.com.au/events

Work with renowned street artist Houl to 
get hands-on and messy learning the craft 
of making large and small paste-ups. 

PUBLIC ART TREASURE 
HUNT #11
Presented by PeopleLab
Saturday 5 March, 11am-3pm
Location: Outside Knightsbridge Penthouse   
26 Mort Street, Braddon
Cost: Free

Explore your city with fresh eyes. Visit the 
fun-smiths at PeopleLab between 11am 
and 3pm to receive your mission. You’ll be 
given a map detailing hidden pieces of 
overlooked beauty (like a twisted tree, a 
weird bin, or some moss that looks a bit like 
a goat) and a set of art gallery labels to 
stick to them – converting them into art for 
all to enjoy. Complete your mission and win 
a prize (a really nice leaf)!

BRADDON COLLECTIVE 
POP-UP
Presented by Braddon Collective
Saturday 5 March, 11am-3pm
Location: Telstra Exchange 
50 Mort Street, Braddon
Cost: Free

See the Telstra Exchange building like  
never before as it is transformed 
by Canberra artists, courtesy of a 
collaboration between the Braddon 
Collective and Surface. There’ll be artists’ 
work for sale, info about the creative arts 
in Braddon, good vibes and music. We’re 
excited to see locals expressing themselves 
and contributing to the vibrancy of 
Braddon’s public spaces, so drop-in and 
help us celebrate the artists and our 
exciting and unique neighbourhood.

SCRAPPIN’ THE SURFACE 
Presented by Northside Community Service
Saturday 5 March, 11am-3pm
Location: Haig Park, Braddon
Cost: Free

Talented Gungahlin artists have 
collaborated with renowned Canberran 
artist BOHIE and Northside Community 
Service to deliver a movable, 
environmentally sustainable art installation 
that captures their spirit, passion and skill.

 

MURAL PAINTING SESSION 
WITH HAPPY DECAY
Saturday 5 March, 11am–1pm
Location: Ainslie entrance of Canberra 
Centre
Cost: Free

Join HAPPY DECAY in a community mural 
painting session presented by Monarch. 
Aspiring street artists and avid fans will be 
able to pick up a brush and work alongside 
HAPPY DECAY to install his 26-metre-long 
mural.

EVENTS + WORKSHOPS + PANEL SESSIONS

EVENTS

FINDING ART: WORKSHOP 
WITH PEOPLELAB
Presented by PeopleLab
Sunday 27 February, 10.30am-2.30pm
Location: Main Hall, Gorman Arts Centre
Cost: Free
Register: events.humanitix.com/finding-
art-workshop-with-peoplelab
 
Get a sneak peek into the processes 
behind PeopleLab’s popular Public Art 
Treasure Hunt. Take part in the creation  
of this event with artists Pablo Latona  
and Claire Granata as you walk and 
explore Braddon and Civic, looking for 
interesting or beautiful things that  
usually go unnoticed. At the following 
weekend’s event the public will stick 
white art gallery labels to the things you 
discovered, creating an outdoor gallery  
of unintended art.

UNDER THE SURFACE
EVENTS + WORKSHOPS + PANEL SESSIONS

FESTIVAL OPENING 
Presented by ACT Surface Festival
Friday 4 March, 10am
Location: 35 Lonsdale Street, Braddon
Cost: Free

Join us on Friday morning as we launch 
ACT Surface Festival 2022!

DYNAMO HUB
Presented by Localjinni
Friday 4 March, Saturday 5 March & 
Sunday 6 March,  7.30pm-8.30pm
Location: Gorman Arts Centre
Cost: $15
Register: bit.ly/31TLa8t

Get ready to rave at the Dynamo Hub’s 
pedal cinema. Be part of the world’s first 
human-powered magic lantern show.  
Join musicians and actors as they spin 
together song, sound effects and slides  
to tell tales of adventure. Learn how  
you can help reduce emissions at this  
people-powered event. 

 
SCOOT AND SCREEN  
TOUR
Presented by Localjinni
Friday 4 March, Saturday 5 March & 
Sunday 6 March, 8.30pm–10.30pm
Location: Gorman Arts Centre
Cost: $55 (including Dynamo Hub ticket)
Register: bit.ly/31TLa8t

After the Dynamo Hub, jump on a Neuron 
scooter and circuit the CBD with us. Follow 
us as we project works by some of CBR’s 
leading lights on the city’s paths, plazas, 
and parks. It’s a moving film and sound 
show incorporating site-responsive art, 
film, hand-coloured slides, and music. 
Adorn yourself with your glitziest costume. 
Let’s reclaim the streets of CBR with lights, 
melodies, dance, spinning wheels and zero 
carbon emission for the coolest event in 
the capital.

Ages 12+

Ages 12+

Go to surfacefest.com.au/events for ticketing and more information

Ages 16+

Key
Family-friendly

Over 18s 

Cost involved

Wheelchair-  
accessible

ACT Surface Festival has a rich 
events calendar for you to take 
part in full of tours, workshops, 
talks and installations that span 
across Canberra.

http://surfacefest.com.au/events
http://surfacefest.com.au/events
http://events.humanitix.com/finding-art-workshop-with-peoplelab
http://events.humanitix.com/finding-art-workshop-with-peoplelab
http://bit.ly/31TLa8t
http://bit.ly/31TLa8t
http://surfacefest.com.au/events


All events, dates and prices are accurate at the time of printing.  
Head to surfacefest.com.au/events for up-to-date information.
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UNDER THE
EVENTS + WORKSHOPS + PANEL SESSIONS

AEROSOL MASTERCLASS 
WITH DELM 413
Presented by ACT Surface Festival
Sunday 6 March, 1pm-3pm
Location: Gorman Arts Centre
Cost: $40
Register: surfacefest.com.au/events

Canberra graff and street artist DELM 
413 hosts an aerosol masterclass for 
participants to learn different spray-can 
techniques including shading, cutbacks, 
shadows, exploring different caps,  
speeds and distances.

TRAM, STOP,  
SKETCH, EAT
Presented by Antipodigital
Sunday 6 March, 1pm-4pm
Location: Gungahlin Place, Gungahlin
Register: antipodigital.com.au/
antipodigital-shop/tram-stop-sketch-eat
Cost: $60

Join Bobby the Tram Traveller as you 
board the light rail at Gungahlin Place for 
the start of an art adventure. Disembark 
at Braddon to explore the art at Surface, 
stopping at select artworks to observe and 
sketch the art and artists, and complete 
the afternoon with tea in Haig Park. 
Sketch materials are provided but you’re 
welcome to bring your iPad if you want to 
draw digital. This will be a leisurely and fun 
afternoon exploring Canberra’s transport 
and art as a destination.

UNDER THE SURFACE

RESENE PAINT  
WORKSHOP
Presented by Resene
Saturday 5 March, 3pm–4.30pm
Location: Gorman Arts Centre
Cost: Free
Register: surfacefest.com.au/events

An indepth workshop exploring Resene’s 
unique and innovative products for mural 
artists. Learn about their awesome colour 
range and unique colour base system 
which is being used by Surface artists. This 
workshop will allow particpants to explore 
Resene paints, be inspired and suss out a 
complimentary artist pack.

BOOGIE DOWN UNDER
Presented by Project Beats
Saturday 5 March, 3pm-6pm
Location: Scott’s Crossing,  
Canberra Centre
Cost: Free

Boogie Down Under is a Block Party 
event to help celebrate Surface, featuring 
live bands, DJs, and street dance 
performances with the aim of bringing  
our local community together and  
having a blast.

PLAY ACTIVATION  
NETWORK
Sunday 6 March, 10am-3pm 
Location: Roaming locations across 
Braddon + CBD
Cost: Free

The final day of Surface comes to life 
with a vibrant and playful celebration of 
Canberra’s creative life. Presented by the 
Play Activation Network and the University 
of Canberra, artists, DJ’s, musicians,  
roving performers and visual artists will 
play throughout the day across the city 
and Braddon.

STENCIL WORKSHOP  
WITH CRISP
Presented by ACT Surface Festival
Sunday 6 March, 10am-12pm
Location: Gorman Arts Centre
Cost: $40
Register: surfacefest.com.au/events

An introduction to stencils with Sydney 
stencil artist CRISP. Get hands-on and 
learn how to cut and spray stencils. Learn 
the skills to create your own stencils, how 
to create ‘bridges’ and killer aerosol skills.

WODEN DRAINS TIME WARP 
OUTDOOR EXHIBITION
Presented by Tuggeranong Arts Centre
Sunday 6 March, 10am-4pm
Location: Woden drains, parallel to Callam 
Street
Cost: Free

See graffiti from the past and present at 
Woden drains, the iconic site rumoured to 
be the longest permanent legal graffiti wall 
in the southern hemisphere. Walk along the 
drains to see photos of graff from 1988 – 
2017, installed near their original locations, 
alongside the vibrant pieces there today.

WODEN YOUTH STREET ART 
FESTIVAL
Presented by Woden Community Service
Sunday 6 March, 11am-2pm
Location: Woden Youth Centre
Cost: Free

Alongside the artistic history of the 
Woden drains is the vibrant history of the 
Woden Youth Centre, which has a long 
history of engaging young people with 
artistic experiences. With this project, 
we hope that young people are given the 
opportunity to express themselves through 
street art and have their voices heard 
through creativity and design. 

EVENTS + WORKSHOPS + PANEL SESSIONS

Ages 12+ Ages 16+

Go to surfacefest.com.au/events for ticketing and more information

ARTIST TALK WITH  
DAN POWER
Presented by ACT Surface Festival
Sunday 6 March, 2pm-2.20pm
Location: F Block Gallery, Gorman Arts 
Centre
Cost: Free

Surface artist Dan Power will give a 
20-minute floor talk about his artwork and 
creative processes at the ACT Surface 
Festival Exhibition at F Block Gallery at the 
Gorman Art Centre. Dan’s work centres 
on creating a new natural history, one 
that explores the impacts, knowledge and 
lessons from the Anthropocene. 

BENTSPOKE SURFACE  
FESTIVAL WRAP PARTY
Presented by BentSpoke
Sunday 6 March, 3pm-6pm
Location: BentSpoke Brewery, Braddon
Cost: Free

Meet the artists and kick back with a 
BentSpoke festival beer to celebrate the 
conclusion of Surface. We’ll be giving away 
a handful of ACT Surface Festival lucky 
door prizes at the wrap party!

http://surfacefest.com.au/events
http://surfacefest.com.au/events
http://antipodigital.com.au/antipodigital-shop/tram-stop-sketch-eat
http://antipodigital.com.au/antipodigital-shop/tram-stop-sketch-eat
http://surfacefest.com.au/events
http://surfacefest.com.au/events
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MURAL PAINTING SESSION 
WITH HAPPY DECAY

BRADDON 
COLLECTIVE 
POP-UP

Saturday 5 March, 11am–1pm 
Location: Ainslie entrance of Canberra 
Centre (wall #1)
Cost: Free

Join HAPPY DECAY in a community mural 
painting session presented by Monarch. 
Aspiring street artists and avid fans 
will be able to pick up a brush and work 
alongside HAPPY DECAY to install his 
26-metre-long mural. 

All welcome, suitable for everyone 8+ 
years (with adult supervision). This is a 
free event however numbers are limited. 
Register your spot at  
surfacefest.com.au/events

Presented by Braddon Collective
Saturday 5 March, 11am-3pm
Location: Telstra Exchange, 50 Mort Street Braddon 
(walls #17-24)
Cost: Free

See the Telstra Exchange building like never before 
as it is transformed by Canberra artists, courtesy of 
a collaboration between the Braddon Collective and 
Surface. There’ll be artists’ work for sale, info about the 
creative arts in Braddon, good vibes and music. 

We’re excited to see locals expressing themselves and 
contributing to the vibrancy of Braddon’s public spaces, 
so drop-in and help us celebrate the artists and our 
exciting and unique neighbourhood.

UNDER THE SURFACE
EVENTS + WORKSHOPS + PANEL SESSIONS
Go to surfacefest.com.au/events for ticketing and more information

THE YEAR GRAFFITI BROKE
Presented by ACT Surface Festival
Saturday 5 March, 1pm-1.45pm

From tertiary institutions offering Masters 
Degrees in Public Art to ‘street-art-
vertorials’ and blockbuster film sets by 
graff artists, Surface artists discuss the 
pros and cons of mainstream acceptance 
of street art and graffiti.

STREET ART: SHAKING UP 
THE GENDER IMBALANCE
Presented by ACT Surface Festival
Saturday 5 March, 2pm-2.45pm

BOHIE and Sancho Murphy discuss why 
there is still such an imbalance of female 
and non-binary artists in the street 
art industry. Panellists discuss their 
experiences of working as artists and 
organisers in the industry, and what can 
be done in 2022 to balance up the scales. 

CANBERRA GRAFFITI 
PROJECT & BOOK LAUNCH 
Presented by Tuggeranong Arts Centre
Saturday 5 March, 3pm – 3.45pm

Authors and contributors discussing the 
process of creating Their Own Words - 
forty years of Canberra Graff. This brand 
new book traces Canberra’s graffiti scene 
from the 1980s to the present, with an 
unapologetic southside focus.

PANEL TALK SESSIONS
 
Location: Main Hall, Gorman Arts Centre 
Cost: Free
Register: surfacefest.com.au/events

CONSENT ON THE STREET
Presented by Meridian
Saturday 5 March, 10am-10.45am

Hosted by Meridian, Consent on the 
Street will explore the nuances of consent 
communication. The expert panel will discuss 
models of consent, nightlife and street-life 
safety, as well as the value of street art as a 
medium to depict the nuances of a complex 
topic through a form of free communication 
to the broader community.

NFTS AND CRYPTO  
STREET ART
Presented by Rosella Street + The Canberra 
Blockchain Centre
Saturday 5 March, 11am-11.45am

What is a Non-Fungible Token (NFT)? And 
what does it have to do with street art, let 
alone the art world? Rosella Street, The 
Canberra Blockchain Centre and ANU School 
of Art and Design talk us through NFT basics 
and explain why every artist needs to know 
about NFT’s in a meta-new world.

STREET ART BOOK 
PUBLISHING
Presented by ACT Surface Festival
Saturday 5 March, 12pm-12.45pm

Independent authors and self-publishers 
Rachel Williams and Peter Warrington (Not 
Quite Newtown Publishing) and Melinda 
Vassallo (Street Art of Sydney’s Inner West 
and Perfect Match, Street Art of the Inner 
West) discuss how they got started, self-
publishing, the highs and lows and what they 
have learnt along the way.

Hosted by Chris Endrey

http://surfacefest.com.au/events
http://surfacefest.com.au/events
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FESTIVAL 
EXHIBITION

ACT Surface Festival curator Tim Phibs will join forces with the Enlighten Festival to 
create an illuminated 3D mural at Commonwealth Place in the National Triangle from 
Friday 4 March to Monday 14 March. 

This one-of-a-kind festival collaboration will connect the daytime Surface with 
Illuminations@Enlighten Festival, which will feature large-scale projections, art 
installations, food, live music and more in the National Triangle. 

Pop in and check the Illuminations out as the sun goes down. 
Visit enlightencanberra.com for more information.

UNDER THE SURFACE 
Friday 4 March to Sunday 6 March, 10am-4pm
F Block Gallery, Gorman Arts Centre
Free

This unique urban art exhibition featuring mural artists 
from Surface showcases artworks on canvas, board, 
paper and found objects. Many of our artists either began 
their artistic careers in a studio and then moved to the 
streets, or began on the streets and moved towards 
studio works. Explore the breadth and depth of styles and 
artworks at the F Block Gallery at Gorman Arts Centre.

On Sunday 6 March from 2pm-2.20pm, artist  
Dan Power will give a floor talk about his artwork  
and creative processes.

Visit surfacefest.com.au/events for more information.

Photo credit: Leeroy Todd

ACT Surface Festival is teaming up with  
the National Capital Authority to install 
280 square metres of artwork and murals  
inside the National Triangle. 

Located in both the Parkes Way pedestrian  
tunnel and Commonwealth Avenue pedestrian 
tunnel, this project will draw together an all-star 
line-up, including Beastman, Eddie Longford,  
Karri McPherson and Tim Phibs. 

See the map on page 8.
For more info go to surfacefest.com.au/events.

NATIONAL TRIANGLE  
TUNNEL MURALS

Discover yourself  
in the National Triangle
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Please drink responsibly
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